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ABSTRACT Power consumption is a major issue in today’s datacenters. Storage typically comprises a significant percentage of datacenter power. Thus, understanding, managing, and reducing storage power consumption is an essential aspect of any efforts that address the total power consumption of datacenters. We developed a scalable power modeling method that estimates the power consumption of storage workloads. The modeling concept is based on identifying the major workload contributors to the power consumed by the disk arrays. To estimate the power consumed by a given host workload, our method translates the workload to the primitive activities induced on the disks. In addition, we identified that I/O queues have a fundamental influence on the power consumption. Our power estimation results are highly accurate, with only 2% deviation for typical random workloads with small transfer sizes (up to 8K), and a deviation of up to 8% for workloads with large transfer sizes. We successfully integrated our modeling into a power-aware capacity planning tool to predict system power requirements and integrated it into an online storage system to provide online estimation for the power consumed.
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INTRODUCTION



Power consumption is a major issue in today’s datacenters. It is typical for storage comprised of disk drives and
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controllers to consume a significant portion [3, 13] of datacenter power. This amount will likely grow given the rapid increases in deployed storage capacity and the move from tape backups to online backups. Thus, understanding, managing, and reducing storage power consumption is an essential aspect of any efforts that address the total power consumption for datacenters. The storage part of a datacenter consists of storage controllers and directly-attached storage. The vast majority of power consumed for storage is directly or indirectly1 related to hard disk drives, which are likely to remain the primary storage mechanism for the next decade. We observe that the power consumption of disks is composed of fixed and dynamic portions. The fixed portion is consumed in the idle state and includes items such as the power consumed by the spindle motor. The dynamic factors are affected by the I/O workload and include items such as the power for data transfers or the power required to move the disk head during a seek operation. An in-depth knowledge and modeling of the storage power consumption is important at two stages. First, it is vital for power management planning, in addition to capacity planning, during the provisioning of the storage system. In this stage, a prediction of the maximum power consumption does not take into account the impact of the workload on the dynamic component and can lead to significant overprovisioning of power and to increased power overheads. Second, it is important for proactive management of an online system so we can understand the impacts of an action (e.g., throttling a workload, migrating data, etc.) on power consumption and take action before a power cap is reached. Today, the reports for storage power consumption are based on using the maximum power values provided by the manufacturers. Fine-tuned online measurements where meters are attached to the physical components of a storage subsystem and enable accurate power tracking are impractical. This would require the addition of hundreds or thousands of meters to cover each disk array in a large datacenter. The number of meters required depends on the various input voltages (typically 5V and 12V) and on the metering technology. Adding a detailed power measurement mechanism would significantly impact the hardware architecture, cost, computation requirements, and power consumption of the storage subsystem. Even if we could apply meters to 1 Indirect power includes cooling, lighting, etc.; in this work we focus only on direct power consumption.



an online system, it would not help in predicting the power of a non-alive system in its design stage or in estimating the power consumed by logical units, which is usually distributed over multiple disks in the subsystem. The power in these scenarios can be reported only using estimation and modeling, as opposed to actual measurement. Unfortunately, there has been little work aimed at understanding the power required by the storage component under different workloads in order to enable a fine-tuned estimation of power consumption. Our work addresses this gap by focusing on the modeling and estimation of the power consumed by a storage subsystem, as a function of a particular workload and storage configuration. Modeling disk power with regard to the workload access pattern is an important step toward managing and reducing storage power consumption for both types of operation: in the planning stage and during online execution. When combined with performance modeling technologies, a power model enables tradeoffs between performance and power. For example, our results show that there is a difference of about 30% in the amount of watts consumed when running a random read workload and a sequential workload over a disk array of eight disks. This type of knowledge can be exploited by various optimization techniques to improve the power consumption of the entire storage system. STorAge Modeling for Power (STAMP) is the method we developed to provide actual, workload-aware power estimation for enterprise storage. This method can provide power estimations for a storage controller, an array, or a single disk. STAMP provides several novel contributions: The breakdown of power usage for disks and disk arrays as a function of seek operations, data transfer operations, and queue optimization for the access pattern; The translation from host-level to RAID-level and disk-level access patterns; and the identification of mini-benchmarks that span the power spectrum to be used by the estimation process. We integrated STAMP with a power-aware capacity planning tool that predicts the power required for a given performance level, a configuration, and workload mix. We also integrated STAMP with an on-line storage system to provide an online estimation of its consumed power. This paper describes the results of applying STAMP to two different controllers. We compared the power consumption predicted by STAMP with the measured power consumption for the same workload and observed that STAMP is highly accurate. Organization. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the related work. Section 3 describes the STAMP methodology and power modeling concepts. Section 4 describes the benchmark setting and validates the accuracy and consistency of the model. A discussion is presented in Section 5, and concluding remarks are in Section 6.



2.



RELATED WORK



Reducing the energy consumption of storage has received much attention in recent years. Most of the attention (e.g., [1, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 18, 19, 20]) was focused on designing algorithms for reducing energy consumption by (i) using caching and data allocation schemes designed to exploit (or increase) idle time in order to spin down the disks or, (ii) using dynamic RPM (DRPM) techniques that vary the disk spindle speed and save power.



However, storage power measurement and modeling has received far less attention. A disk energy simulator, termed Dempsey [16], reads I/O traces and interprets both the performance (using DiskSim [7]) and the power consumption of each I/O operation. Dempsey was only validated on mobile disk drives. An optimization method for designing hard disk architectures is presented in [17]. These optimization methods and simulator take into account the balance between power, performance, and capacity. Their goal is to design disks that will better suit some particular workloads, which are known ahead of time. Both works, [16, 17], employ a trace-driven approach and are therefore impractical for enterprise storage, where traces should be captured and run for thousands of disk drives. Moreover, they model and analyze a disk drive. There is no provisioning for the effects of disk arrays and protection schemes. In addition, they cannot easily be used as a predictive tool to estimate power usage, since they require exact traces. The power consumption of disk activities is presented in [8]. The authors uncover data access and placement criteria. This work concludes that the power used for the disk’s standby mode and idle mode can be improved significantly; Our analysis of enterprise class disk drives contradicts their last conclusion stating that the power of disk seek is minimal and therefore of less importance. In [14] the authors associate power consumption with the level of disk utilization. Their model performs a linear interpolation between the power consumption in the idle and active states according to the computed disk utilization. The disk utilization is evaluated by the disk transfer rates and response times. Our research shows that disk operations can take the same amount of time but consume different amounts of power. For example, a short seek operation followed by a data transfer may take the same amount of time as a long sequential data transfer (without seeks). However, the power consumption of these two operations is substantially different. STAMP is a scalable, enterprise storage modeling framework. It side steps the need for detailed traces by using interval performance statistics and a power table for each disk model. STAMP takes into account controller caching and algorithms, including protection schemes, and adjusts the workload accordingly. Finally, since performance predictions are usually based on statistical information rather than detailed traces, STAMP can easily be used as a predictive tool.



3.



STORAGE POWER MODELING



STorAge Modeling for Power, or STAMP, is a method we developed to provide workload-aware power estimation for storage systems. Power modeling computes the energy consumption of each I/O path component during various working levels, power states, and configurations. This modeling must consider both the idle and active states, since storage components continue to consume power when they are idle. The method can be applied to a disk drive, an array of disks (e.g., RAID), or a storage controller. Figure 1 describes the framework of STAMP’s power estimation for a storage controller. This paper focuses on a controller since it represents the most complex framework. Hosts (i.e., servers) generate storage workload, which can be expressed by an event driven I/O trace or by statistical performance information (i.e., performance counters). We



Figure 1: Framework for execution of the STAMP algorithm. The figure illustrates the I/O path between the host and the storage device and emphasizes why the frontend and backend workloads are different. STAMP estimates the power consumption of the backend workload. chose the latter approach to characterize the workload as the input to our model. It is common practice to report separate performance counters for each type of I/O operation in the workload. The type of operations are: sequential read, sequential write, random read, random write. Performance counters typically include the rate of each type of operation, the transfer sizes, and other statistical information. The storage controller framework differentiates between the I/O workload at the frontend of the controller and at the backend of the controller. The frontend workload refers to how the controller perceives the I/O operations arriving from the host. The backend workload refers to the I/O operations performed by the hard disks. The backend workload is determined by the caching activities, virtualization layers, and resiliency (i.e, RAID) mechanism. The controller employs read caching so that frequently accessed data is stored in the cache, resulting in cache hits and reduced disk workload. The backend workload is composed of cache misses that incur disk seek and data transfer activity, and hence cost additional power. Typically, a random frontend access pattern experiences many cache misses. Sequential read stream access is typically optimized by the storage controller by performing pre-fetching. That is, the controller reads ahead a large amount of data instead of performing a sequence of seek and read operations. This reduces the number of seeks, since the pre-fetch operation itself is sequential and does not incur seeks; additional frontend requests are satisfied from the cache. On frontend write operations, the controller may also perform delayed backend writes, known as write caching. Numerous frontend sequential write operations may be combined into a single backend write. Even a random frontend write workload may result in coalescing of several collected write operations to the backend. The result is a reordering of the write workload to an I/O stream that incurs less seek (and write) activity than the original I/O stream and hence, less power. RAID is a common resiliency mechanism used in storage



controllers. Hence, additional considerations must be taken into account when the backend of the controller is a RAID array. In a RAID, write operations are translated to RAID transactions according to the specific RAID scheme. For RAID10 (mirroring), each write (destage) operation needs two physical write operations. For RAID5, each write operation requires two read operations (the old data and the old parity) followed by two write operations (the new data and the updated parity). In addition, a typical RAID scheme organizes the data in stripes across the disks in the array. A frontend I/O operation may reference data that is stored on more than one stripe of the array. Hence, a single frontend I/O operation may be broken into smaller backend I/O operations that are spread across the various disks in the array. The number of backend I/Os is based on the transfer size, on how the data boundaries cut across sectors in the stripe, and on the stripe size. In summary, the backend workload (which is what we need for STAMP) is quite different from the frontend workload. Unfortunately, in most cases the backend workload information is not available. Thus, in order to estimate the power cost of I/O operations, our model calculates how many backend disk operations are needed for each type of workload. We then compute the power cost of those backend I/O operations based on the estimated number of seeks and on the amount of transferred data.



3.1



Disk Power Breakdown



The hard disk drive is the primary storage medium in today’s storage systems. Understanding and modeling the underlying disk technology is a fundamental part of storage power modeling. The disk’s mechanical and electrical design are the major contributors to its performance and power characteristics. The mechanical characteristics are the spindle speed (RPM), the number of platters, the platter diameter, and the voice-coil actuators (seek head). The mechanical components draw electricity from the 12V electrical channel. The electrical characteristics include the onboard processor, cache memory, the physical I/O channel, and the magnetic head. The electrical components use the 5V electrical channel. Details on how these characteristics and components affect disk power consumption were presented in [16, 17]. We model the disk power consumption by breaking it down into a fixed portion and a dynamic portion. The fixed portion includes the power consumption of the spindle motor and control electronics. The average fixed power consumption (about 2/3 of the disk power budget) of these components is constant since they operate constantly in today’s disk drives. Some possible examples to mitigate the fixed costs are spin-downs, Dynamic RPM, allowing the disk’s physical communication channel to become idle, and others. These methods are beyond the scope of this work. We focus in this paper on the dynamic portion. Figure 2 is a typical example of disk power breakdown. The figure shows how the dynamic power consumption is affected by the disk I/O workload for a 300GB 15K RPM enterprise disk drive, running various levels of 4K random read workloads. The left Y axis shows the 5V (cross-points) and 12V (circle-points) power consumption in amperes, and the right Y axis shows the total power consumption in watts (diamond-points). Although the constant part dominates
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the disk power consumption, the dynamic part, affected by the disk activity, is important in enterprise systems.
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Figure 2: 300GB 15K Enterprise disk drive DC current and total power consumption for various I/O rates. The disk’s dynamic portion (i.e., the backend I/O operations) is modeled separately for the number of seek operations and the size of the transferred data. A larger number of concurrent I/O requests to the disk increases the internal disk queue in case of read operations and the size of the controller write queue for the destage operations in case of write operations. With a longer command queue, I/Os can be reordered so as to shorten the seek distance and hence reduce the consumed power. This phenomenon is demonstrated in Figure 2 by the declining ’diamond point’ curve as the number of I/Os (seek operations) increases beyond 200 I/Os per second. We note that in some disks the decrease is less noticeable and the curve becomes almost flat. This means that less power is consumed relatively per each I/O (seek operation). The ’cross points’ plot is almost flat since the size of the transferred data for this specific benchmark is relatively small (4K bytes per each backend I/O). A sequential stream consumes more 5V power due to its large data transfer rates. Details are provided in Section 4 and Figure 5.



3.2



STAMP Methodology



Our modeling is based on a set of disk primitive activities, which are the major contributors to the power consumed by the disks. These primitive activities can be, for example, the average number of seeks/sec, average number of transferred bytes/sec or the disk queue length. To estimate the power consumed by a given frontend workload, the method translates the workload to the primitive activities it induces on the disks. More precisely, our methodology consists of three components: 1. Workload Translation - Translates the frontend (hostbased) workload denoted by Fio into the backend activities induced by this workload, denoted by BActs . In turn, the power consumption is directly evaluated from BActs and the power tables (see below). 2. Power Tables - For each disk activity ai (e.g., number of seeks/sec), the power table P Ti is a set of pairs,



hx, wi, where x is the amount of disk activity i and w is the power consumed by x units of i activity. The values of x span the possible range of performance and power, allowing simple interpolation between measured data points. Each power table P Ti contains a small and finite set of data points termed “anchor points”. 3. Interpolation - Computes the estimated power consumed for each primitive backend activity using linear interpolation between the measured data points stored in the power tables. The quality of the power-estimation method depends primarily on two factors: (i) the accuracy of the workload translation process and (ii) the quality of the “anchor points”, namely how well these points span the entire spectrum of disk primitive statistics. Workload Translation. This stage translates a front-end workload Fio into backend disk activity Bact using a probabilistic transformation. Let the frontend workload be described as a set of parameters that characterize the workload behavior for four types of operations: sequential reads, random reads, sequential writes, and random writes, as well as a set of configuration parameters. The configuration parameters include information such as type of RAID, number and type of disks, etc. Formally, hConf, SeqReadparams , RandReadparams , Fio = SeqW riteparams , RandW riteparams i where for each operation type, the parameters are op typeparams =



hIOs/sec, transf er size, hit ratio, response timei



Let the backend primitive activity BActs = hDisk Act(Seek), Disk Act(T ransf erBytes)i be a set of activities corresponding to the disk head seek operation and the magnetic head data transfer operation. These primitive disk activities contribute directly to the power consumed by the disk and how accurately it is modeled. These activities correspond to one of the following: (i) a frontend read miss operation, (ii) a pre-fetch that follows a frontend sequential read, or (iii) a frontend write operation that is stored in the controller buffer. We model the number of backend primitive seek activities as follows: Disk Act(Seek)/secs = FRandReadIo × FRandReadCacheM issRatio × [1 + RaidOverhead] +FRandW riteIo × [1 + RaidOverhead] × RaidW riteOverhead where RaidOverhead is the additional number of seeks resulting from an I/O access that spans over multiple disks. The value is calculated as the ratio between the frontend I/O transfer size and the stripe size. RaidW riteOverhead is the overhead that the RAID transaction incurs on the frontend write operation. For example the write operation for RAID5 requires two seeks for reading the parity and the data fields, followed by writes for both of them. The probability that the write operation that follows the read will perform an additional seek depends on disk utilization and whether an additional operation was inserted between the two. In the RAID5 case, we model RaidW riteOverhead to be 2 + diskutililzation.



Next, we need to accommodate the queuing effect that the backend seek activity Disk Act(Seek) induces on the disk drives. We estimate the queue size to be a function of the response time, the I/O rate, and the disk utilization. Note that with a longer disk queue, the I/Os can be reordered to shorten the seek distances and power. Since the values in the power table are normalized and independent of a specific workload, we normalize Disk Act(Seek) according to the queue size by dividing it by the computed queue size. Note that according to our model, the number of seeks depends only on the random workload portion, whereas a sequential access does not incur additional seek operations. Moreover, since we model an enterprise storage controller with gigabytes of cache, our model assumes that there are no cache hits due to the disk internal cache. That is, every computed backend seek activity is translated to an actual disk seek. Modeling the number of backend primitive transferred bytes per disk Disk Act(T ransf erBytes) considers the random and the sequential portions, and depends on the size of the controller cache read/write data unit size. Note that the transformation of Fio to Bacts is a probabilistic transformation; it assumes that the backend primitives are distributed uniformly both over the disks in the array and over the disk’s physical blocks. We do not model the power consumption that is associated with failures or recovery 2 , nor do we model the background activity performed by the storage controller (e.g., battery recharge). Power Table. We construct a power table for each primitive activity. Constructing a good set of power tables requires searching the storage performance domain and finding the data points that represent the change in the power consumption pattern. These data points are the anchor points of the power table. To construct these tables, we identified, executed, and measured a specific set of synthetic workloads W1 , W2 , . . . , Wk for which (i) it is possible to deterministically convert each workload Wj to its corresponding backj end disk activities Bacts and (ii) for each primitive activity j in Bacts it is possible to compute the power consumed by this workload and find how much of it is attributed to the specific activity. These values are used as anchor points in the appropriate power tables. The synthetic workloads capture both the performance range and power consumption range for each activity. Some examples for synthetic workloads include the “idle workload”, 100% Sequential Read workload, etc. In these synthetic cases, one can predict or collect statistics on the individual disks. Interpolation. Given the data in the power tables, we estimate the power consumption of the backend activities by matching the amount of each backend activity with the appropriate “anchor points” and performing a linear interpolation between the appropriate two “anchor points”. We compute the power separately for seeks (over the 12V channel) and data transfer size (5V channel), and sum them to obtain the estimated power.



4.



STAMP VALIDATION AND RESULTS



We performed extensive validation tests over several types of disks and RAID configurations. The benchmarks inte2 Including background media scan that is initiated by the disk drives themselves



grate a variety of I/O access patterns and disk utilization levels with power measurements. The power estimation results were examined based on two criteria. First we verified the consistency of the translation rules. The model transj j lates the frontend access of workload j, Fio into β = Bacts j and finds the amount of power that is consumed by Bacts – denoted powj . We would expect that the estimated power i for any Bacts , where i 6= j, that equals β will consume the j same pow independently of the frontend pattern of worki load i, Fio . For example, 150 seeks requires 0.04 watts per seek, no matter what was the frontend pattern or transfer size. Any gap refers to modeling inconsistency. Second, we examined how far STAMP’s estimates diverge from the measured online consumed power. We ran various micro-benchmarks and an industry standard SPC-1 workload to examine the accuracy of the power modeling estimations. Our benchmarks consist of two measurement processes performed at the same time: performance monitoring and power consumption measurements. The Iometer tool [2] that we used to run micro-benchmarks has no explicit mechanism to define the I/O rate. In an Iometer benchmark specification, the I/O rate is defined by a combination of: the number of concurrent I/O threads, the I/O thread burst length and delay (between bursts) and the data transfer size. For higher I/O rates, we increased the number of concurrent I/O threads. We have performed benchmarks starting from one concurrent I/O thread and up to 64 concurrent I/O threads. Note that an increase of the concurrent I/O threads may not increase the I/O rate in case the disk or storage controller does not have enough processing power or buffering resources to accommodate the additional concurrent I/Os. Since enterprise drives can perform more than 100 I/Os per second with one I/O thread, we have run benchmarks with one I/O thread and various delays of 1ms to 50ms between I/Os to capture the lower I/O rates. We ran each benchmark for five minutes for a disk and 25 minutes for a controller in order to reach a stable state of performance. When processing the results of the benchmarks, we have removed the first and last minute for disk benchmarks and the first and last five minutes for controllers benchmarks. As was explained in Section 3.2, we assume that the frontend access pattern of any host can be characterized by random and sequential patterns. These parameters are input to the offline power management planning tool or captured by performance counters in an online system and are input to STAMP. Thus, in order to validate the measured power results vs. the estimated ones, we performed benchmarks using access patterns of read, write, random and sequential on a variety of enterprise disk drives, from 73GB to 500GB with I/O rates of up to 400 (depending on the disk drive type) I/Os per second and transfer sizes in the range of 4K to 1MB. In addition, we generated an SPC-1 workload at various load levels. In the following sections we provide a separate validation of disk drives and RAID arrays. Section 4.1 validates stand alone disk measurements using the fundamentals of modeling a disk drive that were described in 3.1. Since the array modeling is more complex, it is not sufficient to validate the RAID power estimation by measuring solely the disk power. Section 4.2 validates the extended modeling that captures the behavior of RAID arrays as described in Section 3.2.



4.1



Stand Alone Disk Results
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This section presents the consistency and accuracy of our STAMP modeling for disk drives (see details in 3.1). We measured the disk drive DC input power (i.e., 12V and 5V current separately) using a metering system we built. We constructed a circuit that consists of a shunt resistor connected to a National Instruments PCI-6230 data acquisition card. A 300GB 15K RPM enterprise disk drive is used in this section for the validation. Figure 3 and Figure 4 demonstrate the correlation between the disk seek activity and the 12V power consumption.
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Figure 4: Power consumption in 12V amperes of a read
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Figure 3: Random read workload. The number of I/Os (scale X) vs. the consumed power in amperes per one I/O operation (scale Y). Each plot represents a set of benchmarks with a different transfer size of data.



Figure 3 shows that the I/O rate is not the primary factor in the model; while Figure 4 reflects that queuing is a key parameter. Figure 3 shows the changing 12V power consumption of one disk read seek operation as a function of I/O rate and transfer size, for random read workloads. The Y axis holds the incremental 12V amps per a single I/O rate, where the total power is subtracted by the idle power, divided by the total number of I/Os. This shows only the incremental portion of the power consumption. The X axis holds the number of I/Os, which is the actual number of seeks (see 3.1). The power consumption of an individual disk seek generally decreases as the I/O rate increases (and causes a queue buildup). The plots are unified up to 120 I/Os per second and then diverge for higher rates when the queue becomes longer. Specifically, the decrease rate differs between transfer sizes, indicating that we had a missing parameter in our model. To explain it, we hypothesized that the decrease of the power is due to seek optimizations, which the disk drive performs as its I/O command queue length increases. This is due to the fact that the larger the transfer size, the faster the queue builds up, as the service time of each request increases (the disk needs to transfer more data for each seek). The concurrency level represents the amount of concurrent I/Os in a stable system — the disk I/O queue length. We note that for concurrency levels higher than two, the power consumption of one seek operation depends only on the disk queue length and not directly on the transfer size



or I/O rate. Hence, the disk I/O queue length is a primary factor that affects the seek power for random workloads of different transfer sizes. For the stand alone disk, using the concurrency level instead of the I/O rate provides us with a single function for computing power consumption for various I/O rates for all values of transfer sizes. Figure 4, which shows the 12V power of one read seek operation vs. the concurrency level of the random read workloads, proves these assumptions and demonstrates plot unification upon the addition of the concurrency level to the model. Note that no matter what the transfer size or the I/O rate, the power consumption per seek is a function of the concurrency level. A very similar power consumption behavior was observed when we performed random write benchmarks. We omit its presentation here. We now turn to our model for the incremental 5V power consumption of the disk electronics. Figure 5 shows the 5V channel power consumption of a sequential read vs. the amount of data transferred per second for various transfer sizes. The plots show the linear dependency between the data transfer rate and the 5V power. Although we show various transfer sizes, the data points show a consistent curve. Table 1 shows the accuracy of the disk modeling for 15K 300GB and 10K 300GB disk drives running various workloads. For each workload type, we ran numerous microbenchmarks using different I/O rates and transfer sizes. We show the number of benchmark runs, the relative estimation error (average and maximum), and the error variance. On average, STAMP provides a deviation error of 3% with very low variance. The variance for the 10K RPM disk presented on the right column of Table 1 is larger than the 15K RPM disk (presented on the left column). This is due to considerable prefetching for low utilization random read workloads performed by the 10K RPM disk. We have observed this behavior only in one specific 10K RPM disk family. The 15K RPM disk performs less prefetching for a random read workload.



4.2



RAID Results



This section describes STAMP’s consistency and accuracy



Workload Type Random Read Random Write Sequential Read Sequential Write Mixed read/write



300GB 15K RPM Number of Relative Error Benchmarks avg max 112 0.0167 0.0521 112 0.0185 0.0525 25 0.0242 0.0318 25 0.0268 0.0361 27 0.0281 0.0640



σ



300GB 10K RPM Number of Relative Error Benchmarks avg max 98 0.0323 0.1575 112 0.0236 0.0764 25 0.0188 0.0272 25 0.0300 0.0585 27 0.0512 0.0972



2



0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002



σ2 0.0007 0.0003 0.0001 0.0004 0.0007



Table 1: Disk modeling accuracy for two enterprise disks running various workloads. σ 2 refers to the variance of the error.
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Figure 5:



Sequential read workload. The 5V channel power consumption in amperes (scale Y) vs. data transfer in MBs per second (X) for various block sizes and I/O rates.



at the RAID level. For this purpose we performed read, write, random, and sequential micro-benchmarks at various I/O rates and transfer sizes. We also ran an SPC-1 workload for additional validation. To fine-tune our results, we combined DC input disk-level measurements with AC input enclosure level measurements. We measured the AC input power of a RAID5 disk enclosure embedded in a mid-range enterprise controller populated with 146GB 10K enterprise disks. We used an iPDU (Intelligent Power Distribution Unit) IBM DPI C19 PDU+. Since we used a standard available controller enclosure and not a test version of a controller, we could not connect measurement equipment inside the enclosure. Note that such a measurement provides less granularity than the disk drives measurement since the AC input power reports the total for all the components of the enclosure (e.g., I/O fabric in addition to the disk drives). The following results provide the I/O rate and power per one disk in an array, assuming that the uniformity of the benchmarks induces equal I/O rate and power consumption distribution across the disks in the array. The power table that was used for the interpolation was built using the 4K random read benchmarks (see details in 3.2). Random Read Workloads. Figure 6 presents the phenomenon described in Section 3.1, where the disk consumes less power per seek when the given number of seeks are relatively high. We use this graph to demonstrate the consistency of the random read modeling. In this case, we expect



Figure 6: Correctness random read graph. Each plot represents a set of benchmarks with a different transfer size of data. It shows the number of normalized seeks (in scale X) vs. the consumed power in watts per one seek operation (in scale Y).



the plots to be unified and that the backend access for each plot will consume the same amount of power independent of the transfer size. For example, 150 seeks requires 0.04 watts per seek for any transfer size; this fact ensures the consistency of the translation to this number of the seeks in scale X. Other power consumption for the same number of seeks (that is reflected in the divergence of plots) indicates modeling inconsistency. The plots in this graph are unified and validate our model: when the disk utilization is lower than 50% (˜ 100 seeks/sec) a gap of 0.005 watts between the plots is observed; otherwise the plots are essentially identical. To further confirm our conclusions, Figure 7 shows a similar graph where the seek translation is not multiplied by the queue length. In this case, the plots are scattered when the load increases (or when the queue becomes longer). Figure 8 presents the accuracy level of random read benchmarks by presenting the ratio between the power estimated by the model and the measured power. We can see that the 4K error plot is flat on the zero line, which shows that the estimated and the measured values are identical. This is obvious since our power table was based on the 4K benchmarks. The other plots, with transfer data size other than 4K, are used to validate the model since it predicts the additional number of performed seeks with respect to its data transfer and stripe size. For example, the 128K plot shows an underestimation of about 3% error when the load is low and is very close to the real value when the number of the concurrent I/Os increases. We can see that our model works very well when the load is above 100 seeks per disk. When
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Figure 7: Correctness random read graph. In this case, the seek modeling does not consider the queue length adjustment (Section 3.2) and indicates a missing parameter (e.g., queue size) in the model that is reflected in the plots’ scatter for loads that are higher than 100 seeks.
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the load is lower, the power is underestimated by up to 0.4 watts (or up to 4%) for the 512K plot with regard to the transfer size, but is still very close to the real number. We assume that the low rate of the I/Os can harm the uniformity of the I/O distribution among the disks and causes a small deviation in the number of seeks that were calculated per RAID. Random Write Workloads. For the interpolation of the RAID5 random write benchmarks, we used the same power table that was generated from the 4K random read. The controller write workloads behavior differs from the disk write workloads and is also different from the read workload. The difference is due to the following: (i) the frontend write operations are delayed at the controller cache and flushed to the disk, depending on its utilization and operation deadlines. Thus, the queue optimization takes place at the controller cache instead of the disk queue, (ii) each destage operation in RAID5 is split into four disk operations, and (iii) the controller may choose a different write algorithm for each workload (e.g., full write, partial write). The probabilistic approach used by STAMP models the average case. Figure 9 shows the accuracy level of the random write operation for a transfer size up to a logical track size (64K bytes), demonstrating a small deviation of up to 4%. The probability of having an extra seek depends on the ratio between the transfer size and the stripe size. The error deviation fluctuates whenever the data transfers are higher, as can be seen in Figure 10. Apparently, this occurs because we model the average case as discussed earlier. For this case, the error percentage is up to 8%. This part of the model requires further refinement. SPC-1 benchmarks. To conclude our validation, we ran an industry standard SPC-1 workload on a mid-range enterprise controller and compared the measured power with the estimation provided by our modeling. The SPC-1 workload is a synthetic, but sophisticated and fairly realistic, performance workload for storage subsystems used in business critical applications. The benchmark simulates real world environments as seen in a typical enterprise class system. Figure 11 shows the difference between the measured and estimated power consumption over time for various load levels
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Figure 8: Accuracy random read graph. Each plot represents a set of benchmarks with a different transfer size. This shows the number of seeks (in scale X) vs. the ratio between the estimated power and the real measured power minus 1 (in scale Y).



of the workload. The error deviation throughout the workload does not exceed 2.5%. Moreover, for a significant part of the workload, the deviation is smaller than 1%. Note that the measured power plot has more fluctuations since the measured power is sampled every minute, but the power estimation is performed every five minutes — as the performance counters are updated.



5.



DISCUSSION



Storage power modeling shares a similar methodology to performance modeling, where the effect of each I/O path component is computed. Power modeling computes the energy consumption of each such component during various working levels, power states, and configurations. In comparison, performance modeling computes metrics such as response time and throughput. Note that performance modeling has no meaning when the system is idle. In contrast, power modeling must consider both idle and active states, since storage components continue to consume power while idle. The disk drive vendors already defined the watts per GB metric. However, different workloads consume different amounts of power for the same capacity. Moreover, the consumed power for a write-only workload and a read-only workload are different, even for the same I/O rate. This is similar to performance modeling where the response time for read and write operations can be different. Therefore, we have chosen metrics that evaluate watts per workload characteristics and the I/O rate. In this paper we limited our scope to estimating power consumption based on workload to disk arrays. Expanding this approach to other components (e.g., controller CPU, cache, fabric) is left for future work. We note that when STAMP is provided with inaccurate performance information, the resulting estimations are inaccurate as well. We have seen cases where the controller fails to correctly identify the workload pattern. For example, incorrectly reporting a sequential stream as a random stream
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Figure 9: Accuracy random write graph, using benchmarks of transfer sizes that are smaller than a logical track (64K): 4K, 8K, 16K, 32K, and 64K. Random Write with large transfer sizes: Modeled vs. Measured Error 10 9 8
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sumption over time of a mid-range enterprise controller running SPC-1 workload at various load levels. The benchmark starts with a ramp-up period, followed by the SPC-1 workload at maximal performance, 95%, 90%, 80%, 50% and 10% by the maximal workload.



In STAMP we rely on the assumption of a uniform access pattern to the arrays and the disks. This assumption can be removed by embedding the modeling within the storage I/O path, and collecting information about access distribution and patterns. Such information will allow the estimation to be fine tuned to the specific access patterns running on the storage at any given time.
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Figure 10: Accuracy random write graph, using benchmarks of large transfer sizes: 128K, 256K, and 512K. The stripe size is 256K.



introduces errors into the estimations. In order to achieve a high degree of accuracy in the power estimation, it is essential to have accurate input data and accurate models. Since our model uses performance counters, which lack information about background tasks (e.g., bit scrubbing, battery maintenance), we do not model these activities. To adapt the power modeling to include such activities, it is important for the controller (and disk drives) to report such actions. An additional source of inaccuracy is the anchor points in the power table. The power table differentiates between the constant and dynamic power cost of each backend activity. One difficulty we encountered was the identification of the constant idle power. Both controllers and disks perform background maintenance and defect detection, which clearly affect the power consumption. Some systems start these tasks after less than a second of user inactivity. Therefore, measuring an “idle” system may not result in the constant portion of the system power, but in fact, includes the power consumption of some dynamic activities. Unfortunately, in most cases, background activity is not reported as part of the system performance.



CONCLUDING REMARKS



There is an urgent need in the storage industry for research into the area of workload-dependant power estimation. For example, in one enterprise controller configuration, our results show that there is a significant difference of about 40 watts between running a random read workload vs. a sequential workload over a disk array of eight disks. This gap is likely to increase in the future due to advances in green server and disk technologies. This type of behavior can be exploited by various optimization techniques to improve the power consumption of the storage system. Figure 2 and the vendor data on idle power consumption shows a difference of up to about four watts in a 300GB 15K enterprise disk. This gap will increase as vendors introduce new techniques such as reducing platter spin speed and shutting down electronic circuits when not needed. Today, for an array of a thousand disks, the aggregate dynamic power consumption is 4KW . Tomorrow, it will be much greater. Therefore, it is highly important to understand the workload behavior and power difference. The contribution of the STAMP power estimation is twofold. First, STAMP can be used as a power-aware capacity planning tool, predicting the power consumption in addition to performance information for a given configuration and workloads. STAMP can also be attached to an online storage system to provide an online estimation of its consumed power. The results presented in this paper show that the accuracy and consistency levels of STAMP’s workload-dependant power estimation are high. We show that for typical random workloads (transfer size smaller than a logical track) and sequential workloads, the error rate is lower than 2%. For other workloads, the error rate is at most 9%. This averaged accuracy level is accepted when integrated into storage



power prediction tools. To conclude, STAMP provides highly accurate workload dependant power estimation for storage, and consists of several novel contributions: the mapping of power consumption as a function of seek operations and data transfer operations, the effect of I/O queuing (and queue optimization) for various access patterns, the translation from frontend to backend access patterns, and the identification of benchmarks that span the power spectrum to be used by the estimation process.
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